Celebrity Baby News: ‘Hocus
Pocus’ star Vinessa Shaw
Shares
Movie
Themed
Announcement
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It looks like this new celebrity parent is getting in the
spirit of Halloween! Actor Vinessa Shaw gave fans of the 90’s
Halloween classic a sweet surprise when she teased a celebrity
baby announcement her husband made on Instagram. According to
People.com, stars of the movie such as Sarah Jessica Parker
and Bette Midler have talked about a squeal to the film. Shaw
has been thankful to fans of the movie, and maybe starring in
a second installment to the Disney movie isn’t totally out of
the question in the future.

This celebrity baby news is very
creative! What are some ideas for
your own baby announcement?
Cupid’s Advice:
Baby announcements are one of the exciting things about your
pregnancy! Here are some fun ideas for sharing your happy
news:
1. Include your pets: Have your cat or dog share the news to
your family and friends. Upload a video of presenting your dog
with baby shoes or take a photo of your cat in a baby crib.
Get creative with your fury friend and see what you can come
up with.
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘Bachelor in Paradise’ Stars
Carly Waddell & Evan Bass Discuss Surprise Pregnancy
2. Have a theme: Try having a
announcement be cute and clever.
think of lines from your favorite
could included your favorite
announcement off of one idea that
and share with others.

theme that can make your
Have you and your partner
movie or think of ways you
sports team. Base the
you could take pictures of

Related Link: Celebrity Baby: Brooklyn Decker & Andy Roddick
Expecting Baby No. 2
3. Make it interactive: Create a game or prank out of your big
news with close friends or family members. Make sure to video
tape it so you can share the news with others!
What are some other ideas for baby announcements? Let our
readers know in the comments!

